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Symposium Building for Biodiversity at ARCAM, Amsterdam on September 9, 2015
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Foreword

On September 9th, 2015 the symposium ‘Building for Biodiversity’ took place at ARCAM, the 

Architecture Centre of Amsterdam. During this symposium the researchers of NextCity.nl, the invited 

professionals and the expert audience explored how biodiversity in the city can be increased by 

making intelligent choices at various points within the planning and building process. 

Making the next city

The symposium attracted a large number of ‘makers of the city’ with a variety of backgrounds: 

designers, architects, landscape architects, place makers and urbanists, but also developers, 

housing corporations,  policy-makers, managers, administrators, as well as biologists, ecologists, 

researchers and students. This audience with a professional interest in a more biodiverse city was 

informed and inspired by experts from the Netherlands and abroad. The shared conclusion was that 

the city of the future is a city for people, animals and plants.

Fundamentally diverse

The presentations of the speakers were diverse and complementary in terms of content, professional 

and cultural background. German researcher Nicole Pfoser brought ready-to-use knowledge on 

greening the city, bird-expert Jip Louwe Kooijmans energized the audience with inspiration and 

fun. Larry Bath’s presentation from the perspective as a housing corporation and client, was an 

indispensible contribution to the symposium and made it more clear that building for biodiversity 

can only be achieved by working together with all disciplines from the start. Researcher Maike van 

Stiphout stressed the importance of the mind-set and made the audience looking at the city around 

them through ‘biodiverse glasses’. Italian architect Stefano Boeri contributed with a video message 

by reflecting on his Bosco Verticale project in Milan in an inspiring and open-minded manner. As 

a moderator chairman Mathias Lehner enthusiastically involved all participants and connected 

audience and speakers. The symposium was simultaneously translated German-Dutch due to foreign 

guests and speakers. 

Roadmap

The result of this symposium is a roadmap to a bio-diverse city. How can clients, designers, builders 

and governments make the right choices in order to increase biodiversity in the city? Based upon 

the discussion of two hypotheses about biodiversity the importance of building nature inclusive was 

confirmed in order to achieve a high quality of life in the city for all species.

Maike van Stiphout, Mathias Lehner

Research Directors NextCity.nl
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Program

1.00 PM: Welcome
Speaker: chairman Mathias Lehner

(LEGU architecten; nextcity.nl)

1.10 PM: Building for Biodiversity 2015
‘How to profit from Research into Building for Biodiversity’

Speaker: Maike van Stiphout

(DS landschapsarchitecten; nextcity.nl)

1.25 PM: Intermezzo
‘Two working hypotheses’

Speaker: chairman Mathias Lehner

1.30 PM: The perspective of the developer
‘The attractiveness of Living Lab Buiksloterham’

Speaker: Larry Bath

(manager/ client de Alliantie)

2.10 PM: The perspective of the spacial designer
‘Greening the city, building public spaces’

Speaker: Nicole Pfoser

(parc . architektur+freiraum, Darmstadt;

editor of Biotope City Journal)

‘Bosco Verticale, Milano’

Pre-recorded skype interview with Stefano Boeri

(Stefano Boeri Architetti, Milan)

2.55 PM: Break

3.20 PM: The perspective of the contractor/ builder
‘Getting started with biodiversity’
Speaker: Jip Louwe Kooimans

(program coordinator at Dutch Bird Protection)

4.00 PM: Discussion
Discussion about the working hypotheses

and the contributions of the speakers.

Led by chairman Mathias Lehner.

5.00 PM: Completion and drink
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Speakers

The Darmstadt-based Nicole Pfoser is both an architect, interior 
architect and landscape architect. She is author/project leader 
of the research “Building Greening Energy – Potentials and 
Interdependencies. Within these disciplines she focuses specifically 
on designing and building for biodiversity. As editor of the Internet 
magazine Biotope city - International Journal for City as Nature she 
has a broad overview of building nature-inclusive on an international 
level. 

Manager/internal client at housing corporation De Alliantie Larry 
Bath was one of the initiators of an extensive investigation into 
the possibility of transforming the Amsterdam Buiksloterham area 
into a circular housing area. This resulted in a revolutionary vision 
and ambition for the district.. Thanks to this research De Alliantie 
is developping Buiksloterham in to a mixed, socially sustainable 
neighborhood for both a residential and working program. Building 
will start in 2016.

As program coordinator at the Dutch Bird Protection Jip Louwe 
Kooijmans has made his passion for birds a part of his profession. He 
is a specialist in the field of birds in the urban area and is an expert 
on how we can make the city livable and attractive for birds.He 
published several bird guides, including Stadsvogels in hun domein 
(KNNV, 2014).

Landscape architect Maike van Stiphout divides her time between 
her design firm DS landschapsarchitecten, her tasks as head of the 
Department of Landscape Architecture at the Amsterdam Academy 
of Architecture and her activities for Nextcity.nl – platform for design 
for biodiversity. In 2014 and 2015, together with Mathias Lehner 
of LEGU architecten, she is initiator of the project Building for 
biodiversity.

The Italian architect and urbanist Stefano Boeri has been chief 
editor of Domus and Abitare. He has been a guest professor at the 
Universities of Harvard and Columbia, and is associated with the 
Politecnico di Milano as a Professor in Urbanism. A controversial 
design of its office Stefano Boeri Architetti is the Bosco Verticale 
(2014), a couple of residential towers in Milan which are building 
and forest at the same time.
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Building for biodiversity Maike van Stiphout

How to profit from Research into Building for 
Biodiversity

Biodiversity design leads to more quality of life

for all species!

How can we make a biodiverse city?
1. make connections

2. create redundancy 

3. vary in modularity

4. focus on max diversity

5. generate support

6. exchange knowledge

proces: various disiplines should work together

nextcity.nl

www.nextcity.nl

Live with life - Building for biodiversity
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Perspective of the developer Larry Bath

The attractiveness of the Living Lab Buiksloterham

Ambition Circulair city
50% reduce soil polution, 100% increase biodiversity

Research Living lab
Added value: community <-> individual

Scale level: house, neighbourhood, area

Choises: freedom <-> dependancy; organic process, innovation <-> 

plan, speed (‘time is money’)

Management: formal <-> informal

Cohesion: organised anarchy

Role municipality: prescribe <-> facilitate

Role designer: crucial in circular ambition

http://www.buiksloterhamenco.nl/

BUIKSLOTERHAM 

onderweg 

naar een circulaire wijk
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Perspective of the designer Nicole Pfoser

Greening the city, building public spaces
What does green give the city

- Ecology, environment

- Cost effect

- Sound reduction

- Cooling

- Clean air

- Quality of living environment

- International examples and technical specifications

publications by Nicole Pfoser:

http://www.irbnet.de/daten/baufo/20128035673/Short_

Version.pdf

http://www.biotope-city.net/article/warum-geb-ude-begr-nen

©  Nicole Pfoser, Gast-Prof. Dipl.-Ing. Architektin, MLA                           09.09.2015/72

€

71

DIE GUTEN GRÜNDE 

O2

Aufenthaltsqualität 
Gestaltungsvielfalt 
Temperaturausgleich 
Lärmreduktion

Kühlung  durch Verschattung 
und/oder Verdunstung 
Vermeidung von Überhitzung

Lärmreduktion 
Innerhalb und ausserhalb des 
Gebäudes

Ökologie/Umweltaspekte 
Beitrag zum städtischen Grün 
Bauteilschutz 
Artenvielfalt

Kostenvorteile 
Energieeinsparung 
Materialschutz (UV, ∆t) 
Wasserrückhalt

Verbesserung der  
Luftqualität 
Sauerstoff-Produktion, Luft- 
reinigung, Feinstaubbindung

Raumbildung 
Wegeführung, Lenkung, 
Blickschutz

© Nicole Pfoser/Jakob AG (2015)

Brüstungsfunktion 
Laubengang

Pflanzen-Arkade/Pergola 
Raumbildung

Formaler Zusammenschluss 
Ensemble-Bildung 

Filter 
Raumtrennung

Innenraumbegrünung 
Innenhofbegrünung

Zweite Haut 
städtische Einbindung

Fassadengestaltung 
Loggienbegrünung

Dachbegrünung 
Fassadenbild
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Perspective of the designer Stefano Boeri

Bosco Verticale, Milano
- 97% of the skyscrapers in Milan have glass facades

- total cost Bosco Verticale equal to ‘average’ buildings in Milan

- most costs goes to research

- extra costs: trees\ maintenance costs is relatively low

- maintenance of trees Bosco Verticale is done by gardeners

- 9000 ladybugs spotted, who eat the dreaded aphids

- a wide spectrum of birds is spotted since 2014

http://www.stefanoboeriarchitetti.net/en/portfolios/

bosco-verticale/
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Perspective of the maker Jip Louwe Kooijmans

Getting started with biodiversity

What can we do to give more quality of life for 
birds in the city?

- nesting facility (roof, facade)

- green\brown roofs

- green pavement

- food (diversity in vegetation)

http://www.checklistgroenbouwen.nl/
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Discussion speakers and the public

What do we need for a biodiverse city?

Maike van Stiphout
- put on biodiverse glasses

- connect all disciplines, exchange knowledge

- designer needs to inspire the client

- lift up with ‘green trend’

Nicole Pfoser
- education is important

- reach the right tools

- cooperate with the right parties

Larry Bath
- have a lot of patience

- pressure from outside is necessary

Jip Louwe Kooijmans
- inform people with money

- People need to be informed

- start tomorrow!
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Conclusion
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Colophon

Project supervision
Maike van Stiphout - DS Ontwerp & onderzoek, Mathias Lehner - LEGU
Organisation, fundraising, communication
Yvonne Franquinet and Dave Wendt - ARCAM

Design publications
Renske van Veen - DS

Speakers
Larry Bath, Nicole Pfoser (parc . architektur + freiraum), Jip Louwe Kooijmans (Dutch Bird Protection), Ste-
fano Boeri (Stefano Boeri Architetti), Maike van Stiphout (DS Ontwerp & onderzoek)

Illustrations
LAB-team

‘Building for Biodiversity’ is supported by
Stimuleringsfonds voor Creatieve Industrie
Stadsdeel Oost
Gravin van Bylandt Fonds 
Academie van Bouwkunst Amsterdam
Naturalis Biodiversity Center

©2015 Nextcity.nl
Amsterdam, November, 2015

nextcity.nl




